S1 Analytical study of the performance of the iterative reduction scheme
Here, we want to show that the proposed reduction scheme improves the expected accuracy of the querying result. Let A represent the space of all possible matchings between the query and the target networks, where a matching a uniquely maps the query nodes V Q to a subgraph region in the target network. Besides, let a * be the (unknown) matching from A that most nearly represents the true biological querying result of G Q in G. Here, we seek an scheme that yields a matching a ∈ A that maximizes the accuracy of the querying result, which we define with respect to a * as:
accuracy(a, a
where q i ∼ v j indicates the alignment between q i ∈ V Q and v j ∈ V, and 1{·} is the indicator function which equals 1 whenever its argument is true and 0 otherwise. However, in a practical querying problem, a * is unknown, so instead we aim at maximizing the expected accuracy of the querying result, which can be computed as:
where, P (q i ∼ v j ∈ a * |G Q , G) is the posterior probability of matching q i to v j . Figure S1 : Detection of the matching subnetwork through iterative network reduction.
If we define a bipartite graph with the node set V Q V and a set of weighted edges joining each pair of nodes q i ∈ V Q and v j ∈ V with the weight given as ω i,j = P (q i ∼ v j ∈ a * |G Q , G), the above maximum expectation accuracy problem can be formulated as the maximum-weight bipartite matching, for which the solution can be obtained using the well-known Hungarian algorithm in polynomial time [1] .
The global correspondence score S[i, j] can serve as a good estimate of the posterior probability P (q i ∼ v j ∈ a * ). Thus, employing the MWM algorithm on the above bipartite graph with weights defined as ω i,j = S[i, j] can maximize the expected accuracy.
For any query node q i , we denote the true matching node of q i in the target network as v i * (i.e., q i ∼ v i * ∈ a * ). We define our objective function as f (S) =
, constrained on the constant L 1 norm of S (i.e., S 1 = 1). Therefore, the objective function f (S) is proportional to the expected accuracy defined in (2)). Thus, using the MWM on the bipartite graph with edge weights ω i,j = S * [i, j], where S * = argmax S f (S), will lead us to the maximum expected accuracy solution.
Here, we will show that the proposed network reduction scheme enhances the objective function f (S) in each iteration, which means that it improves the estimation of the correspondences between the query and target networks, thereby yielding more accurate results. In this discussion, we assume the unit interaction reliabilities w for the target network edges. Extension to more general networks is straightforward.
In the k th iteration, we pick a target node v d ∈ V (k−1) which has minimal correspondence to the query network, as follows:
where we assumed the correspondence scores computed in the k th iteration, as an estimator of the posterior matching probabilities. We then discard v d from V (k−1) . As discussed before, we also discard the set of all newly isolated nodes
if they are not a best match to some query node. The nodes in V O are identified as the nodes in V (k−1) whose only neighbor is v d . With the above scheme we minimize the chance of discarding a core target node. Following the deletion of these nodes, we recompute the new correspondence scores S (k+1) to be used in the next iteration.
We can measure the difference in the objective function in two consecutive iteration steps as:
where π (k+1) (v i * ) is the steady state distribution of node v i * ∈ V based on the reduced target network in k th iteration. Here, we assumed trace(P (k) H T ) to be constant over successive iterations. If D (k+1) ≥ 0, we can say that the proposed iterative approach improves the objective function in each iteration.
To have D (k+1) ≥ 0, we need the steady state distribution of the core target nodes π (k) (v i * ) to be increasing over iterations. In general network structure, omission of one node v d , will generally increase the long-run proportion of time spent on most of other nodes. Only, for a few nodes which have v d as the source of their connection to the major part of the network, this may cause a degradation in their steady state distribution. Considering the fact that v d has a minimal correspondence to the query, it has distance relation to the core nodes of the target network. Thus, here, we argue onf (
, sum of the steady state distribution over the core nodes. This can be viewed as the proportion of time that a random walker on the target network spends on the core region. We aim to show that this measure increases through the proposed iterative approach. Thus, we defineD
, and we showD (k+1) ≥ 0, which can result in D (k+1) ≥ 0 in general networks. We know that the transition probability a(j, l) that measures the normalized contribution from the neighboring node v l to the node v j , can be computed based on the interaction reliability w(v j , v l ) as:
where N (v j ) is the set of neighbors of v i . Thus, for the unit interaction reliabilities scores w, the steady state distribution for a node v j ∈ V is defined as
where, n l is the number of neighbors of v l . Thus, we can write:
an, we can writeD (k+1) as:
which can be simplified as: Number of iterations(k)
Figure S2: Testing the validity of the conjuncture that iterative network reduction scheme will increase the expected accuracy for an example case of querying TFIIH complex of S. cerevisiae in the PPI network of H. sapiens.
where,
} is the number of neighbors of v l in the core region of G (k−1) , and λ l is the numbers of neighbors of the deleted node v d in that region. In practice, we have X ≥ Z in (9), which is mainly true since v d is chosen to have small correspondence to the query network which typically leads to small π (k) (v d ). Also, we know that
, where V O is the set of isolated nodes. This
Besides, since in general case we have E[
, that suggests the deleted node has less proportion of its neighbors in the core region, X ≥ Z remains a valid assumption in most of the iterations . Thus, considering the non-negativity of the second term (Y ) in (9), X ≥ Z will lead toD (k+1) ≥ 0, as desired. To verify the validity of the assumptions made in this section, we test the proposed scheme on querying the TFIIH complex of S. cerevisiae in the PPI network of H. sapiens. Fig. S2 demonstrates the increasing trend of f (S (k) ) andf (G (k) ) which is in consistency with the considered conjectures. We also verified that in this query example and other test cases, in more than 95% of the iterations the assumption X ≥ Z holds true.
S2 Comparison with the preliminary results presented in [2]
The initial results of our network querying method, which were very preliminary at the time, has been presented at ICASSP 2011 (International Conference on Acoustics, Speech, and Signal Processing) [2] . The main goal of this 4-page conference paper was simply to present our novel idea for network querying (based on network reduction approach) rather than proposing a full-fledged network querying algorithm. RESQUE, presented in this paper, fully develops and implements the initial idea presented in [2] , with optimized performance, many additional technical advances and additions, comprehensive and detailed performance analyses that include thorough validation and extensive comparison against existing algorithms. Important differences between RESQUE and the preliminary algorithm in [2] include the following: (i) RESQUE is mathematically grounded based on a probabilistic modeling of the network querying problem, while in the ICASSP paper we didn't have any analytical validation; (ii) RESQUE utilizes a prefiltering step (Section 2.2) that considerably speeds up the algorithm and reduces the chance of false positive errors; (iii) in the current paper the proposed iterative reduction approach is supported by analytical validation (Section 2.2 and the supplementary data); (iv) in the ICASSP paper, we just included the results based on the maximum-weighted matching (similar to RESQUE-M), while in this work, we also propose RESQUE-C that reports the largest connected component in the reduced target network (which is shown to clearly outperform all the other algorithms); (v) in the current paper, we conduct extensive performance analyses by querying real PPI networks using nearly 1,200 complexes and pathways as well as synthetic examples (generate using a new biologically realistic scheme), and also include several querying examples, to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed scheme; (vi) in this work we compare RESQUE-C and RESQUE-M against the current state-of-the-art (Torque and IsoRankN); (vii) the current paper includes both analytical and experimental results on the algorithmic complexity.
Figs. S3 and S4 compare the performance and computational time of the algorithm presented in ICASSP [2] against RESQUE-C and RESQUE-M, proposed in this paper. As we can see in Fig. S3 , RESQUE-C and RESQUE-M clearly outperform the one presented in [2] , in terms of meaningful hits, functional coherence, specificity, as well as computational efficiency, due to the further improvements made in RESQUE. Figure S3 : Performance of RESQUE-C, RESQUE-M, and the the preliminary results presented in ICASSP [2] for six pairs of query/target. For every query/target pair, we report the following metrics for each algorithm: the number of meaningful hits (MH), the number of functionally coherent hits (FC), and the number of specific hits with significant overlap to a known complex (SP). (dme: D. melanogaster, hsa: H. sapiens, sce: S. cerevisiae).
S3 Computational Complexity of the RESQUE algorithm
For a query complex of size N Q , and the target network with N nodes and m edges, different steps of RESQUE has the following computational complexity:
• Semi-Markov random walk Due to the decoupling property of the proposed random walk on the two graphs, the steady state distribution over the product graph can be computed as the kronecker product of the steady state distributions on each graph. case scenario where all the pair nodes across the two networks have non-zero similarity scores, the complexity is O(z) = O(N × N Q ). So the total complexity of computing the semi-Markov corresponding scores in the matrix S is O(m Q + m + z).
• Iterative network reduction Each iteration of the network reduction approach include the computation of semi-Markov corresponding scores and the identification of the minimal correspondence nodes. In practice we may go through O(N ) number of iterations since in each iteration we remove one target node. It must be noted that in the computation of semi-Markov scores (discussed in the previous item) the computation of the steady state distribution on the query network is needed to be done only once while the computation of the steady state distribution on the target network should be updated in each iteration. Besides, the identification of minimal correspondence node v d has the complexity of O(z + N ) for each iteration. Thus total we need O(m Q + (m + z + N )N ) for at most N iteration of network reduction.
• The node matching step for RESQUE-C consists of application of Hungarian algorithm on two networks of size (N Q and 2N Q ) whose complexity is cubic O(N 
